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Abstract

In order to cover a broad range of neutron spectra and fluxes during

D-T operation in JET we propose the use of two different detector techniques:

neutron induced reactions in a silicon surface barrier detector and

neutron-proton elastic scattering in a liquid scintillator.

28 25
Experimental investigations of Si(n,a ) Mg reactions have resulted

in resolutions of AE(FWHM)/Es 0.02 with intrinsic efficiency equal to
-4

10 and a maximum useful countrate equal to 1600 c.p.s. However, due to

overlap of adjacent peaks, caused by excited states of Kg, this spectro-

meter has an operation range limited to FWHM/E -£ 0.04.

For broader neutron distributions we propose the use of a conventional

liquid scintillator system with a light guide, photomultiplier tube and

modified conventional electronics. Experiments have demonstrated a resolution

equal to 0.05 and a n/y separation better than 90% at total countrates

equal to 2•10 c.p.s.



1. Introduction

When examining neutron spectra front fusion plasmas the primary interests

are the average neutron energy and the width of the peak. The former contains

information about the origin of the neutrons i.e. whether they are caused

by thermonuclear reactions or beam-plasma interaction and also about plasma

rotation see Refs ZÄ~$7- In a case when the thermonuclear neutrons are

predominant the peak width contains information about the ion temperature

T. see Refs £"6 J» according to the relation

177/fT (1)

for D-T neutrons where both the width and T. are in keV and AE in FWHM

(Full Width at Half Maximum). From these considerations it is apparent that

a spectrometer for 14-HeV neutrons must have resolutions equal to a few percent

A relation between the number of counts N per time bin, resolution of the

spectrometer R, peak width W and the accuracy in the ion temperature

measurement is given by Ref. l_7j

/I7N [1+ (R/W)2] (2)

For example,200 counts are needed per time bin for an accuracy equal to

20Z in ion temperature measurements for U > R.

In the present paper we propose a spectrometer system with two detector
23 25

techniques: one is based on Si(n,a ) Mg reactions in a silicon surface

barrier detector as suggested by Ref. [8j and the other is based on (n,p)

elastic scattering in a liquid scintillator see Refs./97>

Section 2 contains a description of the technique used for the

silicon-surface barrier detector, the test procedure and some experimental

results. Experimental results from investigations of the liquid scintillator

are described in section 3. Conclusions including one example of location

of the spectrometers are presented in section 4. Throughout the paper

energies are given in keV, resolutions in FWHM/E and widths are given in FWHM

unless otherwise noted.



2. Silicon detector

A number of authors have previously investigated the usefullness of
28 2S 28 **̂

Si(n,ot) Mg and Si(n,p)'*0 Al reactions in silicon surface barrier

detectors for the purpose of neutron spectroscopy see Refs /10-14/. The

widths reported are from 130 to 180 keV for neutrons with energies around

14 MeV. Although it would be possible to use several of the peaks caused

by the excited states, we here consider only the ground state of the (n,a)

reaction which has a Q-value equal to -2655 keV.

In order to investigate the count rate capabilities under maintained

high resolution properties tests have been performed with different

electronics and different shielding against x-rays Ref [ib]. A D-T neutron

generator with 180 keV beam energy was used and the detector was located

at a position 100 from the beam direction. The estimated neutron energy was

13950 keV and the width 50 keV, see Fig. 1 and Ref. £Fl,13,167.

Neutron fluxes at detector position varied from 10 to 10 n/(s.cm ).

A silicon surface barrier detector with an area equal to 2 cm and a nominal

depletion depth equal to 1500 jjir. was tested together with two sets of

electronics. In one case electronics with standard pulse lengths equal to

1 ys were used see Fig. 2. A spectrum which includes an a-source

for calibration purposes is shown in Fig. 3. The count rate in the

(n, cx ) peak is 10 cps. The result shows that the pulse height defect

see Ref Ĵl.,147 *s *200 k'-v f°r (n.«) react ion s} which agrees with

previous results and about 100 keV for (n,p) reactions which disagrees with

results reported in Refs. £11,14 "],

In order to increase the maximum count rate, modified electronics with

0.4 ys pulse lengths were used.Resuit ing peaks at different count

rates are shown in Fig.4 and the obtained resolution varied from

1.8% to 3% which is shown in Fig. 5. The limitation in resolution at high

count rate is due to pile up by side reactions like elastic and inelastic

neutron scattering Ref. £1/7»induced x-and y-rays in the support material

and all the excited states of (n,p) and (n,ct) reactions. A 25% reduction

of the background in the interval 1-10 MeV was achieved by careful

shielding of the detector support material. More than thousand spectra have

been produced with no observable deterioration in energy resolution.



Using Cu(n,2n) Cu reaction in foil samples located at the position

of the detector the absolute efficiency of the detector was determined to

1.2-1Q~4 +.5>10~5cm~2Ref. /15j'. Taking the cross-section given in Ref.

into account the results imply a depletion depth equal to 1700+50 ym.

3. Liquid scintillator

A great number of authors have reported experiments where liquid

scintillators with n/y separation properties have been employed, see for

example Refs./67. Using the same neutron generator and geometry as des-

cribed in Sec. 2 and Fig. 1, the resolution of a system based on a liquid

scintillator (Bicron 501,3.75 cm i x 2.5 cm) and a light guide was tested

at high countrates see Ref £I§7. A stabilized high voltage divider was

used, see Fig. 6, as well as modified (shortened pulsed) electronics shown

in Fig. 7. A pulse pile up rejector and n/y separation electronics were

also employed.

Unfolding of the proton recoil spectra was made by use of the differen-

tial method described in Ref. /197. Examples of the recoil and unfolded

spectra are shown in Figs. 8a and b. Resulting resolutions and peak

positions for different councra'ieu are shown in Figs. 9a and b. The widths for

moderate countrates <2-10" cps varied from 630 to 670 keV. Peak positions

remained stable even at countrates exceeding 2-10 cps. Use of banded light

guide (Ref. £2Ö7) gave improved results in comparison with cases with

unpainted samples.

For the purpose of testing the n/y-separation capabilities a Cf source

was used at low countrates (i.e. <10'cps.) together with a time to amplitude

converter. The signal amplitude discrimination was set at a level corres-

ponding to 1.5 MeV proton energy, and the n/y-separation cut off was set at

the deepest point in the valley between the neutron and gamma rise-time

distributions. The coincidence unit in Fig.7 was set accordingly and
137

the fraction of total y-events, from a Cs-source, which was interpreted

as neutron events was-measured for different total count rates. At a total

countrate equal to 2*10 cps less than 2% of the y-events were misinter-

preted as neutrons as shown in Fig.10.



4. Conclusion and application

4.1. Silicon detector

Properties of silicon detectors with respect to energy resolution and

efficiency are quite sufficient for measurement of ion temperatures from

2 keV to about 8 keV. However, the maximum possible count rate and the

potential for radiation damage must be considered. Count rates equal to

1600 cps would provide time resolutions better than 200 ms with AT./T.<20 Z.

Host of the background events are caused by intrinsic side reactions and

consequently unavoidable. Due to the large variation in neutron fluxes one

needs in practice a large dynamic range. Use of two detectors with active

mass ratio of about ten would provide at lease one spectra per second over

two orders of magnitude in neutron flux. Radiation damages occur at

fluences of 10 -10 n/cm and thus one can produce several thousand

spectra provided the detector can be shielded when saturated.

Consequently a feed-back systam which moves the detector out of the neutron

beam at high fluxes will be needed.

4.2. Liquid scintillator

The resolution obtained shew., the intrinsic resolution of the system.

Assuming a scintillation efficiency of 1 photon/120 eV released energy

Ref Z5l7» a reflection and tr;;nsmi ssica efficiency of 0.7 Ref /2(j7, a photo-

cathode quantum efficiency ^0.3^ and 50% losses in light guide transmission^,

Poisson photon statistics give (Ref./72/)AE/E=2%. Furthermore, the electron

collection efficiency varies over the cathode surface although the light

pipe should even out the light exposure on the photo cathode. The inter-

pretation from the experimental results are that the variation of the

quantum efficiency and electron collection efficiency over the cathode are

the limiting factors for this particular set up and 14-MeV neutrons.

The energy resolution i;; sufficient for measurements of ion temperatures
3

exceeding 10 keV. A scintillate;- with a volume equal to 25 cm enables

measurements of average energies of neutrons from plasmas with ion tempera-

tures equal to a few keV. Since approximately 2*1.0 counts will be necessary

for a spectrum which whefi unfolded gives about 2-10 events (Ref. UJ)

two different detectors are needed to cover t'#o orders of magnitude in neutron

flux variation for maximum uspful couat rate equsl to 5*10 cps.



4.3. Application

Les us consider a 14 Me V spectronn.2t.er system consisting of two silicon

surface barrier detectors and two liquid scintillators located at 20 meters

distance from the center of the torus and outside the major radiation

shielding. One of the existing holes acts as a collimator with the maximum
2

cross-sectior. dimensions equal to 3 x 30 cm . Furthermore, assume that

maximum 1% of the hot part of che plasma is viewed by the detectors. Taken
— 10

together this gives a flux in the detectcr position <2-10 times the
15 19

total yield which is expected to vary from 10 to 10" n/s during different

operation conditions.

Use of two silicon detectors with efficiencies times the area equal to
-4 ~r»

4-10 and 4•10 yields at least one spectrum per second in the total
1^ 17

emission range 2-10 " to 2-10 n/s. This corresponds approximately to an
* 13 ~3.

interval in peak ion temperature equal to 2-5 keV (n -3-10 cm ).

For the liquid scintillators it is assumed that approximately 50% of

the events are caused by neutron interactions. Because liquid

scintillations have high efficiencies 0.01-0.1 they can be

useful even at long distances from the torus. For fluxes in the
5 9 2

interval 10 -10 n/(cm a') one needs scintiilators with Irradiated volumes

ranging from 0.2 5 to 25 cm . Here, the larger volumes are easily achieved by
2

use of standard samples (3.8?f x 2.5 cm e.g.). However, in order to ai'oid

boundary effects due to finite proton range (<0.3 cm) we restrict the

minimum dimension of the scinti1lator in the neutron beam direction to

ten times the maximum proton range. By choosing the volume of the second
3 K 1 1

scmtillator equal to 2.5 cm one will cover the yield interval 10 -10' n/s.
17 19

For higher yields i.e. 10 -10 n/s we propose the use of collimator inserts
2

with internal cross-section areas from 0.35 down to 0.1 cm .
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. Experimental arrangement is shown with the

silicon-surface edge on orientated detector.

Fig.2. Electronic setup "sed for spectral measurements. Indicated are the

pile up rejection system (̂ Z£0.4 Pa), TFA-Tiaing filter Amplifier

and CFD-Constant Fraction Discriminator.

Fig.3. Pulse-height spec trun 1; on» *"l'5i(n,0i) and *" Si (n,p) reactions for s

13950 keV neutron source.

2S
Fig.4. Pulse-height spectra of Si(n,i ) reaction at different (r.,a )

countrates.One channel width corresponds to 50.7 keV.

Fig.i>. Effect;; of high countrai.es: a (n,ct ) peak width (FWHM) vs. count

rati> b. ';•> /i ) pesK position vs. count rate. Dotted line represents

use of long integration time (0.75 JJS) with no pulse pile up

rejecuion, and full line represents short integration time ~0.04 ys

with pulse pile up r»jec'.;on in accordance with Fig,.2. The ratio of

(n,a ) count:3 LO r.otal coun's is ;.bout 10

Fig.b. 6a shows anode-grounded high voltage divider used at high countrates

and 6b th<' dynod-grounded divider used at IOM ccuntrates. Transistors

are 2N3439, diodes INS14 and resistors 0.5 W.

Fig.7. Standard modified electronic units are used. TFA-Timing Filter

Amplifier, CFD-Constant Fraction Discriminator, PSD-Pulse Shape

Discriminator and ADC-Analog to Digital Converter.

Fig.8. 8a shows .-? proton-recoil spectrum and 8b shows the corresponding
5

unfolded spectrum at 3 total count rate equal to J#10 cps.



10

Fig.9. Resolution and peak position at different count rates for a

liquid scintillator. Circles indicate results obtained with

modified electronics and anode-grounded high voltage divider,

see Fig.6. Squares represen: results with standard electronics and

dynode-grounded high voltage divider.

Fig. 10. Fraction of gamma events misinterpreted as neutrons for different
137

total count rates. A 130 Ci Cs source was used and the lower

discriminator level in the pulse shape discriminator corresponded

to 1.5 KeV protons and the low discriminator level for to'_al counts

was r.ftt at 20 keV { energy.
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Fig.3
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Fig.6
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